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Key points

Postnormal times is an increasingly complex world of chaos and new
contradictions. The more distant the future, the more postnormal it will be.

Postnormality is furthered by renewable energy because:

1) it increases energy supply in society,

2) decreases its price, and thus

3)    enables wide use of new technologies and

4)    empowers new players both big and small
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In history, all major social and societal 
transformations are in part caused by 
changes in energy supply.

The rise of hunter-gatherer societies was 
facilitated by the exploitation of plants and 
animal meat - the agricultural revolution was 
driven by the domestication of plants and 
animals - the industrial revolution was 
catalysed by the steam engine.

Common to these transitions: the amount of available 
energy increased significantly.

The surplus energy enabled more complex and more 
productive societies. This led to major social and cultural 
changes such as the birth of leisure time in industrial 
societies.

Now, with the rise of renewable energy, we may be at the 
brink of a transition of similar scale.
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• The current global energy consumption is approximately 
110,000 TWh (IEA 2016)

• By 2050 the demand may rise to appx. 130 000 TWh. 80%-
100% of energy production will be renewable – with 
significant increases in energy efficiency. 

• With unexpected breakthroughs in renewable energy 
technologies, energy production in 2050 can be much 
higher than that of 130,000 TWh.
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-> In a distant future, we could have 1400 times more 
energy at our use than today (or 6000 if seas are included)

Besides increase in energy supply, 
an important factor is the decreasing 
price of energy.

If the price of energy falls, so will fall 
the costs of production and living.

Rifkin (2014) and Mason (2015) 
anticipate a ”post-capitalist” future
where marginal costs of production
fall, and this deeply changes our
economy and lifestyles.
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Progress and
renewable energy

• By increasing the available energy in societies, the new, renewable
energy system makes many new things possible

• The surplus energy will be used to e.g. artificial intelligences, 
robotisation/automation, smart cities/IoT, virtual realities etc.

• Progress comes from all the new things that the new energy system, 
new technologies, and new (often recycled) materials enable – we
may be heading towards a world of abundance (Diamandis & Kotler 
2012).

However, at the same time the speed of change 
is becoming faster, and changes more complex 
and interrelated.

The most surprising, black swan –like changes
of the new world may be cultural and social.

The new energy system, with other technologies, 
could steer our world into unknown, “weird” 
futures.

…to ”postnormal” times.
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Postnormal
times

• Sardar (2010) claims that the present moment and our futures
are postnormal – characterised by chaos, complexity and 
contradictions.

• In postnormal times changes are sudden, institutions crumble, 
and power is realigned.

• Sardar does not discuss it, but the transition to the renewable
energy system is a crucial factor in postnormal times.

Postnormal times

• Complexity: our world is defined by interconnections –
everything effects everything. This makes changes less linear
and more unpredictable. The notions of control and certainty 
are becoming obsolete.

• Chaos: acceleration is the norm, predictability is rare, and small 
changes can lead to big consequences. Chaos is a 
”consequence” of complexity, and a feature of networks.

• Contradictions: complex networks lead to ”countless competing 
interests and ideologies, designs and desires”. Numerous 
antagonistic social and cultural networks seek dominance. 
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Energy & democratisation

• In history, energy visions often emphasised the positive
empowerement of individual citizens and the grass-roots.

• The electrification of the United States (late 19th to mid-20th

Century) was seen as an opportunity to return to the grass-roots 
communities of pre-modern society, and for the rise of small 
“handicraft” businesses (Carey 1989).

• In the 1930s, car travel was marketed as individualization: 
drivers were independent actors in contrast to rail travel and the 
homogenized industrial society (Sovacool & Brossmann 2013).

Renewable energy & 
democratisation

The new energy system – with other technologies – empowers the grass-roots
• Energy prices and thus the costs of living fall

• People can produce their own energy as prosumers

• Digital manufacturing (3D-printing etc.) becomes more viable & many tasks can be
automated – DIY cottage industries

• Communication technologies and thus means of organisation become better

• Globalisation (of ideas, finance, people etc.) intensifies so that people are less and less
confined by their physical location.

-> small actors (citizens, businesses, organisations, terrorist groups…) increase their power
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Postnormal times and ”actor explosion”
• …while technology giants (Google, Facebook, Baidu etc.) and 

other major companies also become much more powerful
than today

• All in all, in 2050 we will have much more influential players, 
and they are increasingly networked.

• All of this adds to complexity, chaos and contradictions
– enhances the postnormal times.

• This is about de- and re-centralisation of social power, which poses new 
challenges for current models of governance and institutions. How will such 
society be governed and organised?

• Social stability could decrease due to the redistribution of social power. 
According to Erving László in stable societies power tends to be in the centre, in 
established institutions as these are capable of control changes in the system.
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Summary
• The new, renewable energy system, with increases in energy efficiency, 

does not necessarily mean lower levels of energy consumption – on the
contrary, energy consumption and production will increase.

• This is a positive thing, as surplus energy allows many new things, such as 
widespread use of AIs and betterment of living conditions.

• At the same time, however, increase in energy supply makes society more
complex than before, and thus promotes postnormality – increased
complexity, chaos, and contradictions.

• Social and cultural stability decreases – which is both good and bad. But in 
any case we have to see the energy transition to renewables as a much
more complex and multi-sided phenomenon than it is often understood.

Thank You!

Juho.ruotsalainen(a)utu.fi
Neocarbonenergy.fi
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